2nd Workshop on Computational Models of Social Interactions: Human-Computer-Media
Communication (In conjunction with ACM Multimedia 2015, Brisbane, Australia)
Website: http://hcmc.cmsi-w.com/
Call for Papers:
Modeling human centric computing is anticipated to be a rewarding and challenging area of research. It would
require modeling of a variety of contexts and interactions, each involving two or more entities with their contextdependent goals, emotions, affects and behavioral modes; and modeling of the interaction between them. The
scope of the workshop covers the spectrum of Human-Human, Human-Machine, and Human-Media Interactions.
Human-Human Interactions: humans form a multitude of social groups through their life and regularly interact
with other humans in these groups producing social behavior. Social behavior is behavior that is socially relevant or
is situated in an identifiable social context. Interacting or observant humans sense, interpret, and understand these
behaviors mostly using aural and visual sensory stimuli.
Human-Machine Interactions: aims to improve the interactions between users and computers by making interfaces
more usable and receptive to users' needs by developing descriptive and predictive models and theories of
interaction.
Human-Media Interactions: propaganda evokes strong emotions for or against a cause. Modern multimodal
content is known to evoke much stronger emotions than textual content. The focus of human-media interaction is
therefore on the analysis of the audience’s affective response to social media content. Fine-grained assessment is
essential to understand the affective impact of multimedia content.
These topics pose many unaddressed challenges for the signal processing, computer vision, machine learning, and
human-computer interaction research communities. New systems and approaches will be needed to for real-time
solutions for media analysis, interface adaptation, gaze, gesture, body affect, face affect, engagement, and joint
attention detection. The goal of this workshop is to bring multiple disciplines together, to process human
directed signals holistically, in a bidirectional manner, rather than in isolation.
We call for submission of high-quality papers of standard ACM-MM length and format in the above and related
areas. This workshop will address all aspects of the above research including (but not limited to) the following
topics of interest:
 Novel human-computer models for accessing media content, including multimodal and emotionally sensitive.
 Multimodal approaches to audio and video analysis, indexing, search, and retrieval
 Modeling, prediction and forecasting collective behavior in social media
 Human social, emotional, and/or affective cue extraction
 Socially interactive and/or emotional multimedia content tagging
 Multimedia tools for affective or interactive social behavior analysis
 Dyadic or small-group interaction analysis in multimedia
 Multimodal approaches to temporal or structural analysis of multimedia data
 Machine learning for multimodal human behavior analysis
Important Dates (tentative):
th
 Paper Submission: July 15 , 2015
st
 Notification of acceptance: August 1 , 2015
th
 Camera-ready paper: August 15 , 2015
 Workshop (full day): TBD
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